
D.  GENERAL COMPETITION RULES 

 

1.  Rings for Competition:  Rings for competition shall be square and either 18 or 20 
feet per side.  Each shall be clearly numbered and have clear boundaries and 
center marks for free-sparring. 

 

2.  Official’s General Orders:  All officials must remain in their ring until form and 
sparring competition and concluding paperwork are complete and awards are 
distributed.  Ring officials should not leave until they receive permission from the 
Center Judge.  Judges will show no prejudice in judging students and will give 
their undivided attention to the competitors.  The Center Judge will explain rules 
to competitors before each competition.  He will then answer questions. 

 

3.  Paper-work required: The Center Judge is responsible for: 

a) Collecting the competitors’ entry cards and verifying that they are 
properly signed; 

b) Once forms are completed, the Center Judge should prepare for 
sparring competition in that division. 

c) Reviewing and turning in result sheets and entry cards with the 
ring packets to the judges' table immediately after the competition 
is concluded.  Result sheets must be complete, correct and 
legible.  

d) Results sheets include the beginning and ending time of the 
division as well as if any competitor did not receive their awards 
or chevrons. 

e) Presenting awards to the winners in the center of the ring 
immediately after each division competition.  He will also 
congratulate each winner and shake his hand.   

 

    4. No coaching from the sidelines is allowed during competition.  



 

 

I.   JUDGING ETHICS 

  Demonstrations of prejudice, lack of ring attentiveness, inappropriate behavior, 
etc., shall be cause for warning from higher officials at any CTF tournament.  Any 
such warnings shall become part of the judge's permanent record.  Three 
warnings within a 12-month period will bring a mandatory two-year suspension 
from all official activities including judging or participating in tournaments or 
testings. 

 

J. ADDITIONAL RULINGS 

  Any Center Judge, corner judge or any other ring official who is having difficulties 
in resolving a given problem should ask the Tournament Director or Tournament 
Chairman for help. 

K. COMPLAINTS 

  Instructor, competitor or student complaints or appeals regarding matters of 
judgment during the tournament are not allowed.  Decisions of responsible 
officials are final. 

In the event of an error of a factual nature (such as a failure to turn the score, 
improper tallying of points, etc.), the error should immediately be brought to the 
attention of the Center Referee before the beginning of another match.  If the 
Center Judge does not satisfactorily resolve the problem, then it should be 
brought to the attention of the Chairman of the Arbitration Committee.  The 
Arbiters may then use any evidence they wish to determine the facts of the 
situation.  Any decision by the Arbiters is final. 

In the event of a perceived conflict of interest in a ring, the matter should 
immediately be brought to the attention of the Center Judge prior to the beginning 
of the Division.  If the Center Judge does not satisfactorily resolve the matter, 
then it should be brought to the immediate attention of the Tournament Director 
and then to the Tournament Chairman. 
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